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Holly acoustic lighting is sculptural, 
mysterious, and plays with the contrasts 
between light, reflection, and shadow. 
The product is good at absorbing
low frequency sound. Available in two 
versions; horizontal and vertical, with or 
without lighting.

Specifications
The light globe is made from opal glass 
-an opaque, white glass that produces 
a beautiful, even light. The soft, globe-
shaped absorbers are made from recycled 
fabric that has been transformed into 
Soundfelt Rec material and is upholstered 
in a 3D-stitched melange seamless 
covering (polyester). The fabric is available 
in 3 different colours.

Measurements WxHxD (mm) 

Vertical          
540x1015x585 

Horizontal 
1052x585x540

Fabrics

Certificates, Images & CAD files: 
https://abstracta.se/product/holly-acoustic-
lighting/

Absorption

-21 Terracotta-20 Anthracite -22 Light grey
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION: CE

Holly

Installation

Connection Schuko connector. 

Ceiling-installation. 6 m power cord, 6 m wire. Ceiling mounted bracket is made from metal.

System power: 25W. Luminaire Luminous Flux: 380LM. CCT: 2700K. SDCM: 5. CRI: 80. Exchangeable light sources: 
4 x E27. The LED information pertains to the included lamps, which can be exchanged by the customer if desired.

LED information

Circularity The product is designed to be reused and we offer 10 years spare part warranty. Use our Zero-waste recycle 
service when the product’s lifecycle is over, see more: www.abstracta.se.

Available in 2 versions; horizontal and vertical, with or without lighting. The vertical acoustic lamp consists of: 4 
light globes + 6 spherical absorbers. The horizontal acoustic lamp consists of: 4 light globes + 8 spherical absor-
bers. The soft, globe-shaped sound absorbers are made from recycled fabric that has been transformed into 
Soundfelt Rec material. 3D-stitched melange seamless covering (polyester). The metal parts are painted in black. 

Finish

Dimensions

Weight

Control Exchangeable light source included. 

Type of lens Opal.

Vertical: 540x1015x585 mm
Horizontal: 1052x585x540 mm

Vertical lighting & absorber: 11,5 Kg / Absorber: 9,6 Kg 
Horizontal lighting & absorber: 12,7 Kg / Absorber: 11 Kg.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION: DALI

Installation

Connection Terminal-block 5x4mm2. Two entry holes.

Ceiling-installation. 6 m power cord, 6 m wire. Ceiling mounted bracket is made from metal.

System power: 25W. Luminaire Luminous Flux: 500LM. CCT: 2700K. SDCM: 5. CRI: 80. Four light sources. LED information

Circularity The product is designed to be reused and we offer 10 years spare part warranty. Use our Zero-waste recycle 
service when the product’s lifecycle is over, see more: www.abstracta.se.

Available in 2 versions; horizontal and vertical, with or without lighting. The vertical acoustic lamp consists of: 4 
light globes + 6 spherical absorbers. The horizontal acoustic lamp consists of: 4 light globes + 8 spherical absor-
bers. The soft, globe-shaped sound absorbers are made from recycled fabric that has been transformed into 
Soundfelt Rec material. 3D-stitched melange seamless covering (polyester). The metal parts are painted in black. 

Finish

Dimensions

Weight

Control Dimmable.

Type of lens Opal.

Vertical: 540x1015x585 mm
Horizontal: 1052x585x540 mm

Vertical lighting & absorber: 11,5 Kg / Absorber: 9,6 Kg 
Horizontal lighting & absorber: 12,7 Kg / Absorber: 11 Kg.

DALI
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION: UL

Installation

Connection USA connector.

Ceiling-installation. 6 m power cord, 6 m wire. Ceiling mounted bracket is made from metal.

System power: 25W. Luminaire Luminous Flux: 380LM. CCT: 2700K. SDCM: 5. CRI: 80. Exchangeable light sources: 
4 x E26 (not included). No bulbs included, see recommended Luminous Flux/CCT/SDCM/CRI properties.

LED information

Circularity The product is designed to be reused and we offer 10 years spare part warranty. Use our Zero-waste recycle 
service when the product’s lifecycle is over, see more: www.abstracta.se.

Available in 2 versions; horizontal and vertical, with or without lighting. The vertical acoustic lamp consists of: 4 
light globes + 6 spherical absorbers. The horizontal acoustic lamp consists of: 4 light globes + 8 spherical absor-
bers. The soft, globe-shaped sound absorbers are made from recycled fabric that has been transformed into 
Soundfelt Rec material. 3D-stitched melange seamless covering (polyester). The metal parts are painted in black. 

Finish

Dimensions

Weight

Control Light source not included.

Type of lens Opal.

Vertical: 540x1015x585 mm
Horizontal: 1052x585x540 mm

Vertical lighting & absorber: 11,5 Kg / Absorber: 9,6 Kg 
Horizontal lighting & absorber: 12,7 Kg / Absorber: 11 Kg.

UL
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